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Introduction  

The purpose of  “Cher Ami” is to give voice to the members 

of the sociology program, faculty, students and alumni.   The 

goal is that Cher Ami serve to disseminate information, moti-

vate participation, build skills and promote unity by honoring 

our history, celebrating our present and heralding our future.     

 

In addition, beyond the traditional newsletter, I envision Cher 

Ami as, in the spirit or Harriet Martineau one of the founding 

mothers of sociology, a way to do ‘public sociology’ and in 

particular an avenue for students to become involved 

through publication as well as serving on the editorial board 

of “Cher Ami” To that end, please consider not just reading , 

but also how you can submit to the next edition.  An essay 

you wrote for class? An idea for a research paper?  A 

‘musing’ on the state of the discipline?  Send any and all 

suggestions/submissions to the editor!!!   

 

In the meantime, enjoy this edition and look forward to being 

called on to give your input to the next .   

Cher Ami Editor: Dr. Tina Deshotels at tdeshotels@jsu.edu    
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Cher Ami:   The Unofficial Newsletter  

of the  

JSU Sociology Program  

By Dr. Tina Hebert Deshotels  

Cher Ami:  A Symbol We Can Be Proud Of  

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

There are two ways to approach the history of “Cher Ami”.  First,  we can say that Dr. Da-

vid LoConto was the first author/editor of “Cher Ami:  The Unofficial Newsletter of the JSU 

Sociology Program” in the Fall of 2005.  However, Dr. LoConto’s choice of the name “Cher 

Ami” has a broader symbolic and historical significance of which he was well aware.  

First, Cher Ami means ‘good friend’ as such the title represents not only the goal but the 

reality of the sociology program.  Through the years, the culture of the program is such 

that faculty and students continue to create and maintain contact and count on each oth-

er in the spirit of family and friendships.   

Second, Cher Ami was a female homing pigeon used by the U.S. Army Signal Corps in 

France during WWI.  She helped save the Lost Battalion of the 77th Division in the Battle 

of Argonne, October 1918.  A group of 500 American soldiers led by Major Charles Whit-

tlesey were trapped in a small depression of a hill, surrounded by Germans. After the first 

day, only 200 of Whittlesey’s “lost battalion” were left.  To make the situation even more 

SNAFU, their fellow Americans didn’t know their location and had begun firing shells at 

them.   Whittlesey sent out two messages by homing pigeon asking the Americans for 

help, but both pigeons were shot down. The friendly fire on them continued.  Cher Ami 

was released with a desperate plea:  

FOR HEAVENS SAKE PLEASE STOP!! 
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of the  

JSU Sociology Program  

By Dr. Tina Hebert Deshotels  

Cher Ami:  A Symbol We Can Be Proud Of 

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

Cher Ami 25 flew miles through a rain of bullets back to Allied lines. 

When she arrived at her coop, she bad been shot in her breast, blind-

ed and one leg was so badly shot it dangled by a tendon. The metal 

case carrying the life-saving message was still attached to that dan-

gling leg. The Allies stopped firing shells at the Lost Battalion, and 

they were eventually able to break out of enemy territory to safety.   
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of the  

JSU Sociology Program  

By Dr. Tina Hebert Deshotels  

Cher Ami:  A Symbol We Can Be Proud Of   

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

Cher Ami is a story about the importance of communication, 

bravery in the face of adversity, and tenacious character.   In 

many ways, we see sociology and sociologists (students and 

faculty) as the “heroes” of our times.  Granted we are not liter-

ally fired upon with bullets; however, the information we com-

municate often challenges people’s assumptions of the nature 

of reality and in that light is “not well received” (to say the 

least).  However, through bravery in the face of adversity and 

tenacious character we as sociologists bring needed and in 

many cases potentially life-saving information.   

Through the forging of dear relationships and mentorships, in 

the necessity of communication, with bravery in the face of ad-

versity and through tenacious character, “Cher Ami” is symbol-

ic of the JSU Sociology Program, Faculty, Students and Alumni.    
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Cher Ami:    

Introducing:  New Sociology Faculty  

 

Dr. Patrice Lockett , Assistant Professor    

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

Dr. Lockett is starting her second year at JSU.  She 

graduated with her doctoral degree in Sociology from 

Texas Woman’s University in Denton, TX. Her disserta-

tion “Understanding the Batterers’ Perspective 

Through the Application of Affect Control Theory”, ex-

amined whether perpetrators of intimate partner vio-

lence experience a change of affect while attending 

the battering intervention program.  

Her current research interests build on her disserta-

tion, examining how perpetrators of intimate partner violence self-identify de-

pending on their location.  She is also conducting a qualitative study to exam-

ine the perspectives of perpetrators of intimate partner violence. 

Dr. Lockett is also the faculty advisor for the Sociology Club.  The Sociology 

Club is planning several events throughout the semester: workshops on teach-

ing students the importance of citations and resume writing, graduate school 

question and answer session, panel discussions, and educational outings 

which will discuss the local history of the surrounding area. 
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Cher Ami:    

Introducing:  New Sociology Faculty  

 

Dr. Jeremy Ross, Assistant Professor      

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

Dr. Ross is entering his third year at JSU.   He earned  

his PhD at Oklahoma State University. 

Dr. Ross’s teaching style is interactive.  He engages 

students in a dialogue, incorporating human and imag-

ination into the classroom. Inspired by Paulo Freire, Dr. 

Ross believes that education has the ability to be 

transformative and liberating. 

Dr. Ross’s research primarily focuses on how everyday people interact, negoti-

ate, and manage institutional constraints. His current research addresses lo-

cal perceptions and reactions to risk information and materials concerning the 

chemical weapons stockpile and incinerator in Anniston, AL. His previous re-

search documented the experiences of public teachers struggling with in-

creasing standardization in Tennessee. 

Recent Publications 

Ross, J., Deshotels, TH, Forsyth, C.J. (in press).  Fantasy Objects:  The Percep-

tion of Safety of Emergency Shelter in Place Kits.  Deviant Behavior:  An Inter-

disciplinary Journal.  
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Cher Ami:    

Introducing:  New Sociology Faculty  

 

Dr. Sarah Donley, Assistant Professor      

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

Dr. Donley is entering her second year at JSU.  Originally from 

Kansas, she earned her PhD from Kansas State University.  

Dr. Donley’s teaching pedagogy centers on facilitating a learn-

ing environment in which students are able to apply a socio-

logical perspective to understanding their own lives and ca-

reers as well as the social world around them.   She currently 

teaches Research Methods, Honors Introduction to Sociology, 

Theories of Gender and Collective Behavior and Social Move-

ments. 

Dr. Donley’s teaching and research interests are in the areas of gender inequality, work 

and occupations, culture, and research methods.  She has published on emotional labor, 

career ladders, and leadership development in university alumni mentoring programs.  

Dr. Donley has papers under review on cultural gender beliefs and feminizing occupations 

as well as free-choice learning and holocaust education.   She is currently working on a 

project with the JSU Geography department that maps payday loans in Alabama.  She has 

also recently submitted a REAL teaching grant, with the Social Work department, to fund 

transitioning methods courses from lecture-based to inquiry-based.  This transformation 

will allow our classes to collaboratively participate in a research project on Title IX educa-

tion at JSU, allowing students the opportunity for hands on social science research. 

Recent Publications: Priest, Kerry and Sarah Donley. 2014. “Developing Leadership for Life:  Outcomes 

form a Collegiate Student-Alumni Mentoring Program.” Journal of Leadership Education.   
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Cher Ami:      

The Sociology Club   

Fall 2015   

Sociology Club Advisor  

Message From Dr. Lockett   

Anyone interested in participating or suggesting events/workshops etc contact Sociology Club President  

Ms. Alex Burroughs at  lburroughs@jsu.edu Or  Dr. Lockett at clockett@jsu.edu 

Dr. Locket is excited about the Sociology Club. This semester the club kicked off by part-

nering with WISE (Women’s Issues Support and Empowerment) in a Panel that addressed 

women in the workplace.  The panel was well received with over 30 people in attendance.  

The main accomplishments for this semester were to establish officers and goals for the 

club.  To that end, I’d like to congratulate and introduce Sociology Club president  Alex 

Burroughs.  Alex is an energetic and enthusiastic sociology major entering her senior 

year.  She, along with Dr. Locket , have exciting plans for the club next semester which in-

clude (but are not limited to), attending the Southern Sociological Society’s conference in 

Atlanta, GA, field trips to the Birmingham Civil Rights Museum, and Julia Tutwiler Prison 

for Women, hosting panels on how to apply for graduate school, how to create a resume 

from sociology course skills and how to properly cite in writing papers.       

               You do not have to be a sociology major to join the Sociology Club.  In addition, 

all events are open to non-members.  However,  all sociology majors and minors are en-

couraged to become members of the club.  Membership in the Sociology Club is an im-

portant avenue for students to have a voice in the program, become involved on campus, 

gain important leadership, activism and social networking skills, as well as work with like-

minded individuals on issues that are important in our campus, community and ultimate-

ly society.    

Finally, the Sociology Club is interested in conducing a t-shirt fundraiser.  Check out the 

options on the next two pages and let us know what you think!!  
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Cher Ami:    

Sociology Club:  T-shirt Fundraiser  

 

Let Us Know What You Think!!        

For more information, contact Dr. Lockett at  

clockett@jsu.edu   
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Cher Ami:    

Sociology Club:  T-shirt Fundraiser  

 

Let Us Know What You Think!!        

For more information, contact Dr. Lockett at  

clockett@jsu.edu   
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Cher Ami:      

Alumni Spotlight    

  

JSU Sociology Alumni Class of 2008 

Zac Williams, MA  

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

“I consider the guidance I received and the skills I learned while 

studying sociology a major factor in the success I have achieved 

since my time at JSU, not only in the direction of my future career, 

but in becoming a more complete, well-rounded person. My time 

in the Sociology program at JSU was a major turning point in my 

life. Up until that point, I had never thought to question my own 

reality, or to attempt to view the world through more than just the 

lens of my own experience.” 

 

“The classes I took were challenging, but rewarding…..(giving me) a chance to develop so 

many skills that have been useful in my professional and personal life. Not only did I be-

come a better writer, reader, critical thinker, and presenter, I became able to empathize 

with others and to look beyond my personal experience, gaining a more thorough under-

standing of the world around me. These are skills that have translated to all areas of my 

life. I prepared for my first job interview much in the same way that I prepared for a 

presentation in (the sociology program). The appreciation for and desire to understand 

diverse viewpoints that I developed as a result of my education… has aided me in conflict 

resolution and has helped me to tune into our customers in surveys and focus groups”. 

           

Zac Williams, MA 

Bowling Green University Applied Demography 

Forecast Analyst, Gulf Power 

JSU Sociology Alumni Class of 2008 
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Cher Ami:    

Now offering SY304 Social Statistics 
 

STATISTICS:  BRING IT ON!!  

Dr. Tina H. Deshotels     

For more information, contact Dr. Deshotels at  

tdeshotels@jsu.edu   

As good sociologists, the faculty used data to make decisions, 

specifically, to adjust our course offerings.  We have seen 

through the collection of data from the major field tests, sur-

veys of student perception and observations of students in 

courses that student proficiency in statistics, by all measures, 

is declining.  Therefore, we are now bringing statistics back to 

the sociology program.    Dr. Deshotels will offer SY304 Social 

Statistics beginning in the Fall of 2015.  

There are two reasons to offer statistics in the sociology pro-

gram. First, the  course will focus on areas that students cover in their sociology courses 

(marriage and divorce, income and religion, wealth inequality, etc.).  The examples used in the 

course will be easier to understand and after the course, students will have more information 

about the topics to bring to their upper level electives.   

In addition, Dr. Deshotels is not only qualified but excited about the course.  She is a graduate 

from Florida State University, a heavily quantitative program, but both her master’s thesis and 

dissertation were quantitative.   In addition, Dr. Deshotels is further qualified to teach statistics 

because of her knowledge of the blocks students have in learning math and statistics.  She says 

“I was a math phobic when entering the university.  I had a great teacher who taught me to ‘do 

math’.  I fell in love with math. If I had taken these courses as a first year student, I would have 

changed my major to math/statistics. While I don’t suggest that I can convert every student, I 

can empathize with their struggles and present the information in a way that will enable them to 

understand and use statistics”.   
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Cher Ami:      

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!!   

JSU Sociology Program  

SCHOLARSHIPS  

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/finaid/scholarships/types.html 

The sociology program has two scholarships for sociology majors.    

The Gweneth Mulder Scholarship is for full-time students demonstrating aca-

demic achievement.  To be eligible, students must have completed 12 hours 

in sociology OR social work and have a GPA above 3.5 in the major and 3.0 cu-

mulative. The criteria include number of hours completed, GPA (overall and in 

the major), as well as, involvement in discipline.  

The Hugh Boyd McCain Scholarship is for full-time students demonstrating ac-

ademic achievement.  Students must be majoring in Sociology and have com-

pleted a minimum of nine hours of Sociology courses at JSU with a GPA of 3.0 

or higher in those nine hours. The student will be or must have been involved 

in sociological or social service. Service is evaluated in descending im-

portance as: service through the Sociology Club, the JSU Sociology Program, 

presentation at a Sociology conference, attendance of a Sociology conference, 

university service, community service, as well as other services. The applicant 

will also need to complete a paper application (link below), in addition to, the 

submission of the online application. 

If you have any questions please contact the department at (256) 782-5333. 
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Cher Ami:      

JSU Sociology Program      

  

So Bright We Have to Wear Shades 

The Future   

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

The state of the sociology program is strong.  We have dynamic new fac-

ulty that maintain the traditions that made the sociology program successful 

through their commitment to students/teaching as well as their passion for re-

search and service in the discipline of sociology.  The faculty, as historically 

has been the case, graduated from a wide range of institutions across the U.S. 

and thus bring an increasing pool of knowledge and social networks to aid so-

ciology majors in finding jobs and/or attending graduate school.  The new fac-

ulty also bring important and timely new areas of interest that compliment the 

current focus of the sociology program giving our students the skills they need 

to compete in an increasingly global job market.  

We have several plans to build on this momentum.   We are reviving the 

newsletter and have created a handbook for sociology majors (see website).  

In addition, we are conducting an alumni survey and creating a database for 

an alumni mentorship program.  This program will partner alumni with current 

sociology majors in employment sectors that will aid in career and advanced 

degree placement.  In addition, we are expanding our high school outreach by 

teaching dual enrollment courses not only in Jacksonville High school but also 

Piedmont and other areas.    
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Cher Ami:      

JSU Sociology Program      

  

So Bright We Have to Wear Shades 

The Future   

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/  

Finally, we are in the process of articulating and outlining our program mission, vi-

sion and goals by starting with program learning outcomes (what it is we want students to 

learn).   To that end, I want to encourage you to explore the changes to the program an-

nounced on the website (under program learning outcomes).  In addition, we are clearly 

articulating the benefits of this knowledge for students with regard to careers, advanced 

degrees, citizenship and personal growth with information on the website (see Careers on 

Sociology Program Website).    

Given the groundwork laid by the previous sociology faculty and the dynamic new 

faculty who have joined us, we can say with confidence:   

 

 

 

   

    


